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Bee Gee News

GO TO THE WAR FORUM
SUNDAY

ATTEND THE YWCA FAIR
SATURDAY
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Campus Airfield Changes Booking "STUDENTS
AND WAR"
Planned For B.G.
AT FORuM
Construction Will Begin This Spring;
University Second In State
To Own Airport
Construction of a 120-acre airport on the campus will
start this spring, Dr. Frank J. Prout, president of Bowling
Green State University, announced today.
The airport will be named Bricker Field in honor of
Governor and Mrs. John W. Bricker. The latter's paternal
grandparents. General and Mrs. D. W. H. Day, formerly
^lived on the 80-acre farm being
M.... D«JiA 6<.MA<
i purchased from Warren Sterling.
PieW IXaUlO ■Series
The etc* is contributing the re-

K40 acre throu h

Inaugurated Over ZT

"
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The f rm is eaBt of 0ak Grove
l<in<)1a«
»
rinaioy Cemetery and across Ridge Street
from the northeast side of the
IS Minute Program Is campus. The Sterlings occupy the
home which the Days occupied.
Scheduled Daily
General Day, a prominent lawyer,
was a leader in state military afAt 4:15
fairs.
City Leases Tract
A series of daily Tadio
The tract being leased from the
broadcasts over station WFIN
at Findlay has been started by city is north of the cemetery and
the speech department of south of the city disposal plant.
Bowling Green State Universi- The airport area is shaped like a
"T," with the top part facing
ty.
Yount Road on the east and the
The 15-minute programs shoulders stretching on the south
will be presented from the to Ridge Street and on the north
Findlay studio at 4:15 p.m. Mon- to Poe Road.
day through Friday.
Size of the campus, which now
Michael D'Asaro, junior from occupies 105 acres, will be more
Brooklyn, N. Y., who has had than doubled.
much radio experience, has charge
Bowling Green State University
of the series.
will become the second Ohio colWeek's Program
lege with its own airport. Kenyon
Presentations this week includ- has had its own field for several
ed:
years.
C.A.A. Approval Field
Monday—Dramatixation by Lois
Mayfield, Georgia Anderson, and
Bricker Field, which has the apMichael D'Asaro.
proval of the Civil Aeronautics
Tuesday—Miss Dorothy Buck, Authority, will have sod runways
senior in education and a resident —3000 feet north and south, 2500
of Bowling Green, discussed "Kit- feet east and west, 8500 feet northchen Economies for Health and west and southeast, and 2600 feet
northeast and southwest.
Defense."
Today—Four students (MarjorThe WPA will have comparativeie Fitkin, Betty Zimmerman, Peggy ly little work to prepare the land
Hiltz, and Betty Fisher) will dis- for the airport because the site
cuss "Physical Fitness for Wom- is level. Fences and only a dozen
en."
trees will have to be removed and
the power line on the east side of
Huffman Speaks
Thursday—Wayne Huffman, ex- Yount Road will have to be relocated.
tension instructor and a specialist
The field will be available for
on South America, will talk on
commercial planes and as an emer"Our Neighbors to the South."
Friday—Vanity Quartet com- gency field.
Instructor Not Named
posed of Richard Jaynes, Walter
The flight instructor, who has
McConnell, Rolland Reichenbach,
not yet been named, will provide
and William Fisher will sing.
The first program in the aeries hangars and planes in which to
was Friday, when Gene Dean ap- train students.
In the last two years 83 Bowlpeared as commentator in a presentation of Debussey's "Afternoon ing Green students have taken
civilian
pilot training sponsored by
of a Faun," with the assistance
at the piano of Miss Georgia An- the Civil Aeronautics Authority at
Findlay Airport.
derson, freshman from Dayton.
Prof. John K. Raney, a major
in the Army Air Corps Reserve,
has been in charge of this program
with the assistance of instructors
at Findlay and faculty members
here, Dr. Samuel M. Mayfield and
Prof. Willard Singer, and three
Under the new plan adopted by present
and
former students,
the student Council at its regular Leona Golbinec, Thomas Alexanmeeting before Christmas vaca- der, and Dwight Van Atta.
tion, meetings will be held in the
student lounge of the Falcon's
Nest
The first meeting will be held
Monday at 7 p. m. These meetings are being held in the Nest
in order to have a closer contact
New members of the UCRL
with the student body.
will be initiated tonight when
Business to be discussed at the the group conducts its ceremonies
first meeting under the new plan in the Falcon's Nest at 7:30
will be the discussion of assem- p. m.
bly programs; the report of the
The University Civic Research
cheering committee, action on League is a social science honorthe report of the publicity com- ary organization. To be eligible
mittee; report and action of band for membership, a B average
must be maintained in social studcommittee.
A bulletin containing the out- ise and a 2.5 average in other
line of business will be placed in subjects.
The group will also discuss obthe Well the week preceding each
meeting.
jectives for the coming year.

WCI\I
WriTJf

First

PAUL GREEN

Ockerman, Bunn
Speak In Place
Of Paul Green
Green, Noted Playwright,
Will Address Students
Late In Spring
Harry Ockerman and John
Bunn are to be the speakers
at the assembly program this
morning, it was announced.
Mr. Ockerman will give a
short speech on "Expanded
Physical Education" and Mr.
Bunn, who attended a meeting of representatives of the leading universities in the country at
Baltimore a short time ago, will
talk on the main topic of discussion at this convention, "Universities and the War."
Paul Green, noted playwright,
who was to address the student
assembly today, had to cancel his
engagement because he has been
called to Hollywood, according to
I'nif. John Schwarz, chairman of
the student-faculty committee in
charge of assembly programs.
Indications are that Mr. Green
will be in Bowling Green sometime
in April.

New Governor

New Program Will Offer Degree
At Completion Of Three
Year Curriculum

Number In Forum
Series Is Booked
For Sunday

The first of the University
Forum series will be held Sunday at 3 p.m. in the University auditorium. The topic is
"The University and Its Students in Time of War." The
discussion is designed to give
students a general picture of
how they fit into national defense.
The outside speaker chosen by
the student-faculty committee in
charge is Ralph Stone, newly appointed director of the civil volunteer effort on the Ohio State Council of Defense. Mr. Stone, a former state commander of the American Legion, heads the Ohio organization of air-raid wardens, fire
fighters, first aid officers, blackout wardens, and numerous other
volunteer services. He will discuss defense work and its relation to university men and women.
Manh.rt Will Speak
The faculty speaker will be
Lewis F. Manhart. He will speak
on what happened to the university
and its men during the First
World War.
Mr. Manhart is a
professor in the department of
business administration.
Two student speakers will discuss two other phases of the topic.
Richard Jaynes, a pre-medical student, will give the outlook for students preparing for a profession.
Jaynes is a junior from Bowling
Green. Allen Gcorgenson, a sophomore from Hamilton, will discuss
the different branches of the service open to men, pay of enlisted
men, and chances of advancement.
Allen is a physical education
major.
Can Question Speaker!
The last part of the program
will be an open forum and students, faculty, and townspeople
will have an opportunity to question all four speakers.

Hissong Will Be
Installed As New
Kiwanis Governor
300

Members Converge
On Bowling Green
For Ceremonies

Ohio Kiwanians will converge
on
Bowling
Green
Thursday to attend the inauguration of Dr. Clyde Hissong, dean of the College of
Education, as governor of
Ohio Kiwanis.
Three hundred members of
the service club and their wives are
expected at the 6 p. m. banquet,
which will be followed by a dance
sponsored by the Bowling Green
club, one of the 124 Kiwanis units
in the state.
Rev. Philip Auer of Galion, a
trustee of Kiwanis International,
will deliver the inaugural address, to which Dr. Hissong will
respond.
Rev. Russell Humbert, pasto,
of the Epworth Methodist Church
at Toledo, will deliver the invocation. Greetings will be extended by Dr. E. J. Frowtne, mayor
of Bowling Green, and Dr. Frank
J. Prout, president of Bowling
Green State University. A glee
club of university women will
sing at the dance intermission.

Dean Wilder And W. S. G. A. Inaugurate
Leadership Banquet Tradition On Campus

A new tradition was inaugurat- Mary Parker, Marietta Kershner, Officers invited were: Margaret
ed on our cafnpus with the hold- Eileen Pickett, and Helen Stur- Wilson, Y. W. C. A.; Marie Decking of the Leadership Banquet geon; Resident Chairman of Resi- er, Inter-Sorority President; Ruth
at 6:30 last night in Kohl Hall. dences off nimpus; Ruth Allison, Wilson, Intcr-Sororit Vicc-PresiThe banquet was sponsored by Marion Archibald, Ruth Barkow, dent; Marcella Hanson, IntermeHenrietta Baughman,
Kathryn diate; Mary Mick, Kindergarten
Dean Wilder and the WSGA.
This banquet is to be given Bilderback, Dorothy Bright, Ma- Primary; Dondus Bundt, Home
annually at the beginning of the rion Coates, Verity Coder, Marie Ec.; Rita Snyder, W. A. A.; Joan
school year to afford recognition i Dobneycr, Joan Eicheneur, Eve- Coulan, Treble Clef and Swan
to those girls selected to fill posts lyn Feller, Carol Gamble, Mary Clubs; Ann Koch, Areopagus; Alof importance on this campus. Louise Hoffman, Lulu Hoops, Ruth ma Roach, Beta Pi Theta; Joan
Sigma
Tau
Delta;
A feature of last night's banquet Kellcrmyer, Francis Kern, Ruth Sandbeck,
was the signing of the guest book Lesser, Lois Long, Flornece Mah- Marilyn Trover, El Circulo Hispanoamericano.
which will be kept and added to ler, Anne Mason, Leonie Menache,
Freshman Advisors included:
at proceeding banquets. Banquets Lou Ann Murphy, Elizabeth Myers,
of this type have long been com- Arlenc Neidimier, Patricia Pratt, Mary Elizabeth Beatty, Esther
Doris
Richard,
Alma
Roach,
Cormon on other Ohio campues.
Burner, Peggy Komminsk, Doris
'nelia Rogers, Harriet Rupp, Mir- Peat, Mary Percy .Lorena Riehm,
Adviser Discusses Leadership
Miss Helen Battrick, Advisor to I iam Shuler, Mary Catherine Stahl, June Rummel, Ruth Wilson, Marie
Women at Akron University, dis-1 Molly Taylor, Barbara Zahend, Beckman, Lauretta Brown, Betcussed the various phases and as-1 and Virginia Zimmer.
ty Hamler, Kay Knisely, Ann
pects of leadership following the I The Sorority Presidents includ- Koch, Hope McAdams, Eileen
dinner last night. Other Honor led: Virginia Kline, Virginia Zim- Pickett, Wilma Stock, Dorothy
guests included: President and Imer, Sydney White, Ruthana Frid- Boskey, Martha Lawn, Marianne
Mrs. Prout, Dean Audrey K. Wil- ley, Florence Coover, Joan Brown, Bell, Louis Holtmeycr, Fav Kreilick, Helen Morrow, Jackie Pierder, Professor and Mrs. Holt, and Dorothy Bright.
Mr. Charles E. Holt, and the
Honoraries and Departmental son, Marge Ripley and Georgia
Friericks.
House Directors: Mrs. James,
Mrs. Cook, Mrs. Farmer, and
June Smith and Helen Sturgeon,
Mrs. Kincaid.
the women members of the Social
WSGA Officers include: RoseCommittee Ruth Hyman, June
mary Patterson, Virgniia Kurtz,
Reed. June Smith, and Jean MerHelen Moser, Jean Mersereau,
sereou, the women members of
January 26 to 30, incluiive
M r
Jane
the Student Council; and Martha
*<"* » y
Wilson.
I. All daises whose first regu- Jordan, Ann Koch, Rowena Joice,
Other guests invited were:
lar
meeting
each
week
falls
on
Residence Hall Chairmen and Vice
Jean Mercereau, Mary Honor
House
Chairmen; Mary Bair, Monday, Wednesday or Friday.
Crowley, Mary Francis Kramer,
Exam. Hour
Betty
HibJer,
Harriet
Wood, Reg. Hours
and Pauline Aesehliman, women
8-10 members on publications were also
Wednesday
8
Margaret Smith, Georgia Weisler,
8-10 present.
Monday
9
LARRY KUHL IN "IT'S MY OPINION"—"Narrow minded sentiTuesday
1-3
10
mentalists exhibit a lack of perspective highly deplorable to a Registrar John Bunn
8-10
Tuesday
11
country aspiring to world leadership."
Monday
1-3
Attends Convention
1
8-10 Coeds Model Dresses
Thursday
2
BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"—"During a few idle
Of Their Own Design
Wednesday
1-3
Registrar John W. Bunn of
3
moments I have taken up the study of astrology and am now
Bowling Green State University
1-3
Friday
4
ready to give to my fellow men the fruits of my labor."
returned home last week after
The advanced clothing construcII. All other classes.
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"Did you know that Professor spending two days in Baltimore,
1-3 tion class taught by Miss Helen
•
Thursday
Palmer was short-sheeted while attending a forensic meeting In Md., at the Conference of College
10-12 Henderson is stepping out tonight
9
Wednesday
Detroit over the holidays?"
and University Presidents called
10-121 to model the wool dresses they
10
Tuesday
DAVE KROFT IN "MOURNING MALT'—"Itches Is that which by the National Committee on
3-5 I have just finished. Each girl will
11
Thursday
Education and Defense of the
when you're standing at attention your nose always."
10-12 model her own garment and tell
1
Monday
American Council on Education
10-12 i of her problem in construction.
2
Thursday
and the National Education As3
Friday
10-12! in addition to the style resociation.
4
Friday
3-* 'view, two films will be shown.
Dr.
Frank
J.
Prout,
president
of
University first to condense four-year course.
Uniform One, "Wardrobe, Ltd." tells in
III. Exception
the University, designated Mr.
'dramatic form how to p'an a
Bowling Green to have airport on campus named Bricker Field. Bunn to go in his place because examinations.
Radio broadcasts begin on daily schedule over WFIN.
Sociology 201—Monday
3-5 wardrobe for the entire family.
he had an important conference to
English 101, 141—Monday 3-S The second movie is "Meat for
WSGA inaugurdrtes Leadership banquet.
attend in Columbus. Government
Biology 101. 141—Tuesday 3-5 Thought," an explanation of how
Whlttaker signs new contract.
officials addressed the Baltimore
Economics 201—Wed.
3-5 meat should be selected and cookMuskingum basketeers Invade local court Friday.
meeting on the effect of the draft
Chemistry 101—Friday
8-10 cd.
Baldwin-Wallace grapplers here Saturday. •
on colleges.

Council Meetings
Open To Students

U.C.R.L. Inducts
10 New Members

What They Are Saying...

In Today's News...

Exam Schedule

Four-Year Course
To Be Condensed
Bowling Green State University became the first Ohio
college since the outbreak of war to condense its four-year
program into three years, according to Dr. F. J. Prout in a
statement made last week.
Those graduating from high school this spring may
start an 11-week summer term June 15 and be graduated
in exactly three years by attend-*
ing clusses during three regular
school years and three summer
sessions.
The 11-week summer term will
start 10 days after Commencement and parallel the regular 8wcek term that attracts several
hundred graduates nnd under- Bach, Brahms, Williams
Featured In Evening
graduates each summer.
•We're fortunate to have the
Program
faculty and the physical plant to
take the leud in following govTwo members of the Uniernment recommendations to ac- versity music faculty will precelerate the college program and
sent a sonata recital open to
thus provide more trained men
during the war," Dr. Frank J. the public at 8:30 p.m. TuesProut, university president, de- day in the P.A. auditorium.
The recital will be the first
clared.
Dr. J. R. Overman, dean of the Bowlinjr Green appearance
College of Liberal ArU and di- with v iola for Miss Lorlie Virrector of the classroom speed-up, ginia Kershner, who joined the
announced that in February, at faculty here In September. The
the start of the second semester, other musician is Miss Myrtle
more than a dozen new courses Jensen, pianist, who is well-known
will be introduced to prepare as the university organist.
Miss Kershner. whose home
students for specialized work in
the army, navy, and other gov- formerly was in Texas, is a graduate of a University of Texas and
ernment services.
The new courses are in chem- a former student at Oborlin Colistry, algebra, radio technology, lege, Julliard School of Music,
New York College of Music, and
photography, naval history, meColumbia University.
She has
teorology, spherical trigonometry studied the violin under Hans Letz,
and navigation, first aid, advanced Maurice Kessler, and Kathleen
metal work, industrial organiza- Parlow.
tion and management, auditing,
Miss Jensen has degrees from
international code, civilian pilots' St. Olaf College, the American
training,
and automotive and Conservatory, and the Eastman
aeromechanics.
School of Music. She has studied
with Dr. F. M. Christiansen.
Arthur Olaf Anderson, Noble Cain,
Cecile Staub Genhart, and Howard
Wells.
The program:
Sonata in D
_ C. P. E. Back
(Caaadesus)
The NYA payroll at Bowling
Allegro moderate
Green State University was reAndante lento molto
duced 25 per cent last week end
Allegretto
to conform With a national order
Sonata in E flat.
from Washington.
Op. 120 No. 2 Johannes Rrahmt
Last fall 161 students were
Allegro amabile
earning a total of 11680 a month.
Appassionato, ma non troppo
For the NYA month which startAllegro
ed Monday, 120 will receive 11,Andante con moto
260.
Allegro non troppo
This is the first reduction in the
Intermission
federal aid program at the UniR. Vaughan Witliami
versity since It was instituted here Suite
Group 1—
in 1934, according to Dr. Homer
No. 1 Prelude
B. Williams, who has charge of
No. 2 Carol
NYA on the campus.
No. 3 Christmas Dance
Students Help
Group 2 —
"Students and faculty members
No. 1 Ballad
were very cooperative in helping
No. 2 Moto Perpetuo
trim the NYA rolls. Some
Group 3—
workers quit voluntarily as a paNo. 1 Musette
triotic gesture," Dr. Williams asNo. 2 Polka Melanrolique
No. 3 Galop
serted.
Though the national slash averages 25 per cent, Dr. Williams
saved the University from a
slightly greater reduction through
a recent conference at state NYA
headquarters in Columbus.
Mr U. G. Diener, superintendent
The ban on replacing NYA
workers when they leave college of the Fremont schools, will be
or obtain other work is to end guest speaker at the January 21
January 31. It has been in ef- initiation ceremonies of the Kappa
fect since November 21. Since Delta Pi.
The following students will be
thne, two have left NYA jobs.
included in the group:
Howard Huffman, Rachel Huston, Erma Longshore, Mary Marshall, Helen Sturgeon, Alvin Vaith,
Ruth Allison, Doris Wilhelm, Mary
Altman, Tedca Arnold, Mary E.
Beattie, Madeline Bichan.
The University Speech Bureau
Dorothy Boskey, Robert Bresshas scheduled several engagements
ler, Mary F. Church, Martha Defor January. The student mem- Weese, Junne Dick, Joyce Gifbers, for travelling expenses, speak ford, Nova Groll, Lucy Haywood,
to organizations in Northwestern Roena Joice, Martha Jordan, Peggy
Ohio.
Komminsk, Ileta Krieger, Virginia
Last week Georgia Anderson Kurtz, Catherine Macdonald.
spoke about her experience in a
Marion Mcrickel, Mary Millen,
New York summer theatre to the Edith Nichousmyer, Dana Northdramatic club at Clay High School, rup, Dorothy Pohlman, Doris Peat.
Toledo.
Joan Echclberger, Lois
Mildred Sandrock, Florence Shreve,
Mayfield, Pat Schweitzer, Lawrence
Leila VanBuskirk, Helen HebblethKuhl, and Tom Bowlus read poetry waite.
at the Bowling Green Rotary Club.
Lois Mayfield, Georgia Ander- ^
son, and Michael D'Asaro read:«-rew ••">' Uormg
Ibsen's "Hedda Gabler" to the|
During Vacation
drama group of the Bowling Green |
Woman's Club.
I An 11-man crew directed by OrElba Marquez, Carlos Cordova, jville Fahle, superintendent of
and John Branson will speak on buildings, used 60 gallons of paint
"South America, Friend or Foe!" on the walls in the rooms and
before the Toledo YWCA. Evelyn halls of the Skol house and parts
Kintner will review William A.'of the Five Sister house and WilShirer's "Berlin Diary" for the Mams and Shatzel dormitories as
Lornin Rotary Club.
{well as the kitchen of the Falcon's
Katherine Caras will speak to {Nest, student union building,
the Wntervillc High School on dis-i The work extended throughout
tributive education.
the two-week holiday vacation.

Jensen, Kershner
Will Appear Here
In Sonata Recital

NYA Budget Cut
By Government

Diener Speaks
At KDP Banquet

Bureau Speakers
Are Sent Abroad
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By The Student* Of Bowling Green
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Mourning
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Red Cross Call to Service
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it's my opinion

By
LAWRENCE
KUHL

By DAVE KROFT

1941

M«"brr

Phsoc'tcrtod ODflefiiaJe Press
•■■•MTKO

»*©■ N*TK>*.A..

Nitional Advertising Service, Inc.
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HADIMN
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The United States has been at war just
about a month, but already narrow minded
sentimentalists, with a confused sense of what
constitutes patriotism, are brewing a pot of
bigoted inanities which threaten to intoxicate
the American public at the expense of intelligence. Consider these few gems of idiocy.
A sheet metal supply company carries as
part of its stock, a simple little device formed
from galvanized metal.
For years it has
been known throughout
the trade as a "jap
cap".
Now, however,
since the outbreak of
war, and despite the
expense and bother of
changing catalogue
pages, the name has
been changed to "galvanized ven tilator
shield."

,942

N«w YonK H.Y.

NMTOel ■ lOI *>«lllt • ••« FwMKIKO

Overheard during a
blackout:
She: take your hand
knee, you brute.
Silence
She: No, not you, you

off

my

€ >

He: Say, you look good enough
to eat
StalT Meets Every Wednesday at 7 p. m.
She: I do eat. Whcre'll we go?
Offlce in Administration Building. Phone 2631
STAFF

« >

Definition
of
the
Richard Dunipace
word "itche*". Itches it that which
Phone 2462
when you're standing at attention
Business Manager
Mux Hanke your noie always.
Kohl Hall—Phone 8121
< >

Editor-in-Chief
415 West Wooster St.

Managing Editor

Hugh Nott

A man entcra a restaurant . . .
Ho: Give me two rotten vmt*
and dome burnt toast.
Waitress: That's not a very good
breakfast, is it?
He: No, but I've got a tapeworm and thats good enough for
him.

Associate Editors
Dave Kroft, Larry Kuhl
Sports Editor
Don Cunningham
Society Editor
Martha Walrath
Columnists
Jo True, Bob Scnlock, Botty Toy
Artists
Jane Grabman, Jack Wilhelm
News Reporters—
< »
Urace Pletschmen
Frnnk Aliinu<
Marianne H>-ll
She was peeved and
Knute Reetati
II..I. Il.-rnnll
noroth)
Ana
sj.ll.imrv
called him "Mr."
Welter Huts
p
Al Sautter
Irene Csse
Not because he went and kr.,
I'm s. Iii%.ll*.r
Maryvomie nark
Knbi
n
sp.-.k
But because just before
limb llurilliiK
.laiiu'S SulMvati
Mas Ihrlii
As she opened the door
■arj Join Thatcher
Aim K...I.
I ■■ .ri- Tnrrej
This same Mr. kr. ir.
lliu'lnh KnniTKa
Dorotbi Wolfc
I.ola Mayfl.lil
Perry Shilta
Advertising Manager
This
girl.
Ad Solicitors—
I
I II. .11
:
Miir.vv.niiu* I'lurk
the
at
Ann Koch
Mary I
Deleter
Marilyn Trnver
Hetty QooaenoacB
way
look
Eugene Skora
Circulation Manager
you
Harmon,
Dale
McOmber
Assistants
. Al
c »
Pauline Aeschliman
"What is a snuff
Secretary
manufacturer?"
"A man who goes around putThe opinion, exprei.ed in the signed
column, of thi. paper are those of the colum- ting his business in other peoples
noses."
nists themselves, and do not reflect the policy
c »
Though tight dresses show bad
of this paper.
taste
Nor are they very warm,
I'M not judge them all in haste
They often show good form.

Let's Answer The Red
Cross Call To Service

The Red Cross Call to Service as portrayed by James Montgomery Flagg in
his dramatic poster that appears on page
two of this week's News definitely sets
a tempo of true patriotism that should
be adopted by students on Bowling
Green campus.
Aid the fund that will feed, shelter,
clothe and give medical aid to American
men, women and children bombed by
the enemy; that will provide comforts
for our American Arm yand Navy; that
will do welfare work for our troops at
home and abroad and for their families
on the home front.
Contribute what you can, your dollars will serve humanity.—RD

War Upsets College
Life And Study Plans
\Vhile this title and catch line of a
popular song does not seem to make
too much sense in its own right in connection with an editorial designed to
warn the student body of the onslaught
of exams that they will, of necessity,
have to face in the near future, it can,
with explanation, be justified as an appropriate slogan.
Generally speaking it is a concensus
of opinion that, to date, from a scholastic point of view at least, school is not
the same this year. There is definitely
something missing, students somehow
are not accomplishing what is accepted
to be one of the prime reasons for attending college . . . they are not getting
the most from their classroom work.
Experts tell us that this condition is
to be expected. Such is usually the case
in a war-prosperity era. Students have
more money and are able to take advantage of pleasures that previously
have been denied them.
Also, such
events as the declaration of war, the
passing of a 60 billion dollar budget,
and other kindred procedures that are
undertaken by a nation girding itself
for an all-cut war are not common occurences and distract the average student. As the experts would say, the
students are in the grasps of a war
lethargy that will not permit them to
proceed with their education as usual.
Although no statistics are available
for publication concerning the problem
on our campus it would be safe to say
that the condition existing here is similar to that at Kent State where a survey showed an alarmingly large percentage of the students were scholasiically ineligible. (They had not maintained a two point university average).
Kent State conducted with some success
a "fewer dates and more studying" campaign in an effort to remedy the situation.
The student's part in the war effort
is not being fulfilled if they are not utilizing their educational advantages.
Bearing this in mind, it would seem
that it would be wise if each student
would conduct a campaign of his own
between now and the end of exams to
bring stress on the scholastic side of college.
Get on the ball and boost this slogan
of Buckling Down.—RD

« >
Proprietor: "In this
restaurant when you order a good
cup of coffee, you get the best cup
of coffee in the world; if you order
a fresh egg, you get the freshest
egg in the world; if you—
Customer: "I believe you.
I
ordered a small .teak."

< »
Customer (in a drug store on
Sunday): "Please give me change
for a dime."
Druggist: "Here you are, sir.
1 hope you enjoy the sermon."
€ >

A
simple country
man .aw a gaudily.plumaged parrot on the roof of hi. cottage. He
climbed to capture it.
The parrot looked at him and
.aid sharply, "What do you want?"
The country man touched his
cap.
"Beg pardon, sir, I thought
you were a bird."

One At A Time
By JO TRUE
To start 1942 off properly, we
have selected another male member of the Senior Class. This time
it's Ervin Morrisson, better known
as "Porky."
Porky will soon leave our circle
to enter the air corps at Maxwell
Field, Alabama.
There he will
undergo a five-week preliminary
training period, after which he
will be transferred to a primary
training base.
While in training
the cadets will
have quite a concentrated course.
They fly several
hours daily
in
addition to which
they take ground
school cou v s e s
Ervin
such as trigonoMorrison
metry, meteorology, military regulation, and drill.
The cadets' uniforms are similar
to the army officers' with the exception of the silver wings which
the cadets wear.
These they receive after their seven months'
training course is completed.

The city council of
one of our larger cities
has entertained a resolution to change the name of DIM Of its
avenues from Japan Street to West Fifteenth.
The children of New York nre being taught
lyrics such as the following;
High-Ho, High-Ho
We're off to Tokio
We'll shoot each Jap
Right off the map
High Ho High-Ho

WINCHELL ON THE BALL

A Digest Of The Week's News
In the Far East the war seemed
to bo moving forward on
the
Japs' blitz, time-table with the
British
and
American
forces
fighting delaying actions in preparation for a time when the numerical and material odds would
not be so overwhelmingly in favor of the Eastern end of the
Axis.
The Jap. moved on down the
Maylayan penin.ula, taking the
key cities of Ipoh, Selanger and
Kula Lumpur. Already the British admit great economic lo..e.
in the rubber and tin producing
area, and concede that the pre.• ure on Singapore i. growing hourly greater. The Nipponese have
started a systematic
bombardment of the Singapore area and
are reported to have done much
damage to shipping docks as well
a. to the the main defense, of the
island fortre...
Elsewhere, in the sector, the
Japs are conceded to bo having
similar success. They are preparing a large scale assault to drive
the American defenders out of
their fortified areas in Luzon. The
only bright light in the Philipino
engagement has been the brilliant
command by
General
Douglas
MacAuhur. He has successfully
continued to pit his small defending army against overwhelming
odds.
Japanese armies are reported to
have started a large scale attack
on the Dutch East Indies in their
drive to capture the Dutch oil sup*

Perhaps the choicest of the choice is the
contribution made to the cause by our dean
of muck-slingers. Walter Winchell.
During
the holidays, it play entitled "Letters to
Lucerne" opened on Broadway.
The play
concern, the predicament of young girls of
vurious nationalities at a boarding school
in Switzerland when war breaks out. One of
the girls is a Germnn, though by no means n
Nazi, anil is naturally treated rather abominably by some of the girls.
Her situation is

line has been breached on several
points.
On the home front, the biggest
budget in history was proposed.
Close to 60 billions of dollars
will be spent in the next 16
months on America's war effort.
The president called for vast
amounts of munitions for the
United Nation's war arsenal. Included are
185,000
airplanes,
craft guns and 18,000,000 tons of
shipping.

Announcements
For The Week

Broadway Aspirants . . . The
when dancing with Jean to Glenn
Miller's music (lucky boy I) and Masque and Mantle organisation
when eating his mother's cooking. will meet tonight at 5:30 in the
We'll all be very, very sorry, but Falcon's Nest
proud, too, to see Porky leave,
Mermaid. . . . Swan Club will
and we are sure he will And a deep meet tonight at 6:80 in room 10
satisfaction In the new life.
of the Women's Building.

people.

mere musings

plie. and to further isolate beseiged Singapore from possible
aid from the east. Should the
Jap move be successful they will
have bases to serve a. jumping
In an effort to discover what is to happen
off point, for an attack on Auitralia and eventual domination of in the future, muii has employed several
methods.
He has formulated a system of
the far ea.tern situation.
Matters looked better for the hokus-pokus whereby he believes he can tell
People have learned to
cause of the United Nations on the his future by cards.
Russian front. The Red army's read palms and handwriting, but still none
inter counter-offensive, now in its has taken the place of Astrology as a means
seventh week, was making great for studying the future.
This science, by
gains all along the front.
Key studying the position, of the stars can tell you
positions of Lyudinovo, Rzhev, the road to happiness, fame, fortune, and
Kursh and Kharkov have been rehealth. But this is not
ported retaken by the advancing
all that it can foretell.
Russians. The problem now conDuring a few idle mofronts the German high command
ments I have taken up
as to where their armies will sucthe study of Astrology
cessfully stop the rampaging Reds
and am now ready to
and be able to set up a winter
give to my fellow men
defensive line. Already the prothe fruits of my labors.
posed German Vyazama-Bryansk

THE SHADOW OF
MARS
At the present time
we are passing through
f, the shadow of Mars.
This period, as is graphically illustrated by the present conflict,
is one qf great trouble in the world. But this
period will be over in about 1943 according
to the politicians. However, since there were
clouds over the moon on the night I was observing this I am not too sure. I am sorry
that I cannot assure you of the star's revelation on this point, though I am prone to accept
the president's word.

Where the money was to come
from for the large program was
partially answered by the presiThis does not mean, however, that the reign
dent.
Present levies will bring
in 16 Mi billions, new taxes will of Mars will last even after 1943.
At this
net nine billions, and proposed time we will pass from the sphere of this
taxes are expected to net Beven great planet and come under the shadow of
billions more. Some 35 billions
will be added to the national
debt. This brings the total national figure up to near 110 bilBroken down this means
Music on Was . . . Highlight of lions.
this week's recorded concert to be that there will be a debt of nearpresented at 8 p.m. Thursday in ly $800 per capita.
208 P.A., will be a new recording
Trite as it may sound, there's something
of Don Quixote composed by R.
almost inspiring in America's youth flocking
Coed Bemourns
Strauss and recorded by Ormandyto the colors . . . the wonderful thing about
Swap Of Skirts
Feuermann and the Philadelphia
it all is that they're not being swept off their
For Ski-Pants
orchestra.
Also on the program
feet by the usual flag-waving . . . they're
arc "Lohengrin Prelude" by Wagsimply going about it calmly and quietly,
ner and "The Engulfed CathePardon me, but are my ears
with no bands blaring or drums beating . . .
dral" by Debussy.
still attached to my head? Maybe
reminds us of a poem somebdy wrote once
Important . . . Would the girU I'd better count my toes—five on
who borowed a movie picture each foot, huh? Look at that girl about the Oxford men who went abroad to
screen from the science depart- over there with the frozen eye- die, and gave their merry lives away for

Enough about flying—let's talk ment, please sec Dr. C. S. Martin
about Porky.
AT ONCE.
During his college career Ervin
Homemakers . . . Home Echas participated in many activi- onomics club meeting is tonight
ties. He has been a member of the at 7 in the P.A. Auditorium. YearYMCA for four years; is now Senly dues are payable at this meetior
Intramural
Manager,
Vice
ing.
President of the Commoners' FraAll Football Men . . . Coach
ternity, Treasurer of the Physical
Education Club, and member of the Bob Whittaker announces that
there
will be a meeting of the
Key Staff.
football
squad,
freshman
and
Porky'a pet hobby is photogravarsity, Monday, January 20, at
phy.
He was last year's photo4. Be present.
grapher for the Key Staff, taking
Track.ten ... All freshman
most of the photographs pictured
in the book. He also develops his and varsity track men are asked
to
report for practice immediateown shots and has quite a few
ly. Daily workouts are being held
albums in his collection.
The thing Porky likes to do bet- at 4. Men who expect to particiter than anything else is to fly, pate only in outdoor track are
which is quite appropriate, no? also asked to report to Coach
However, he is also quite happy Whittaker now.

so pathetic thst some of the audience was
moved to tears. Mr. Winchell saw the whole
proceeding, and his sense of patriotism was
BO shocked that the next day he suggested
the play be taken from the boards because
it made the audience feel sympathetic toward
a German.
Yet these are only a few examples of such
fodishness.
Undoubtedly the reader knows
more himself.
Please understand, however, that I am not
writing these things because I am a Japanese
sympathizer, a pro-fascist, or because I am
un-American. My point is simply this. We
don't strike a vital blow to Japan by changing
the names of our streets. We most certainly
are not crippling Germany by removing plays
from Broadway.
Such acts as these would
not do credit to an eight year old in the third
grade.
They simply exhibit a lack of perspective highly deplorable to a country aspiring to world leadership.
BLIND HATRED WILL ARISE
Aijd what is more troublesome, beside demonstrating a lack of intelligence, they are
helping to build up a blind hatred which could
easily preclude the establishment of any satisfactory jK'ace once the war is over.
It is generally conceeded that to solve a
problem requires a certain amount of intelligence. As a rule, the harder or more difficult
the problem, the greater the amount of intelligence required.
The United States is now
faced with perhaps the greatest problem of
its history. To solve it, we must utilize more
thnn material resources.
Manpower alone
will not win the war. A great deal is going
to depend on intelligent action by both leaders
and people. Thur, we must dismiss all that
is purely emotional and sentimental. We must
dismiss all that is ignorant and narrow-minded.
Patriotism is indeed a fine thing—when
it is intelligent.
When it ceases to be that,
it becomes inimical to the best interests of the

the star, Uranus.
This promises to be a
Golden Age. There will be no war (for some
time at least).
And yet one cannot expect
the stars to tell that there will be no more
wars. That is a dream that I am firmly convinced will never be realized.

THE GOLDEN AGE
Getting back to this forecasted Golden Age,
the stars do not say that we will go immediately from one to the other. Rather there must
be a transitional period when the world will
adapt itself to the new situation that it confronts and there will be some great upheavals
and a good many evils that will have to be
ironed out. After this is done however, we
can expect the future to be more bright. Perhaps we will even be able to have a reasonable amount of prosperity. The stars do not
tell of any boom days ahead but still everybody will be more happy than they were before
when they had all sorts of worries in keeping up with the Jones's.
This then is the horoscope of the future.
I have seen the handwriting in the heavens.
And who am I to doubt the stars and what
they can tell.
If you do not believe this
then you are free to guess. For, in the final
analysis, your guess is as good as mine, and
who in this time can tell of the events to
follow this war.
We can rationalize about
what we would like to take place, but the
results can not be determined. This is shown
by the fact that during the last war we fought
to save democracy and the results were quite
the reverse of the goal that we set. Still let
us hope for one thing that the years following
the present conflict will not be as tumultuous
as the ones preceding World War I.

nott much

lashes—and the fellow with the
white hairl
You guessed it—it's cold! The
recent below zero temperature has
made the students of our fair (or
should I say blustery)
campuB
clothes conscious.
Slacks, snow
suits, mufflers, ear muffs, and
heavy mittens are on the "warmth
giving" list It would be disastrous
to omit those two duty affairs that
have been adorning the curly heads
of our male companions.
You
know, the ones that look like grandpa's night cap with ear muffs
thrown in for good measure.
Femininity has taken the back
seat as the 1942 blasts keep driving us from Nest to Ad Building
and back to the Nest again. Our
co-eds no longer worry about
beauty, sweetness, and all that goo
—they have gone rugged in pants,
similar to those of the boy friends',
sweat shirts, and boots. The fellows have not complained too vigorously, because they could never
compete with Clark Gable with
red noses, running eyes, and frozen
toes.

country

and

for

God

. . . the cheering has
stopped, and there's a
lot of work to be done
. . . this is no time to
censure

the

men

and

events which involved
this country . . . rather
it is a time for coolly
weighing and considering the years that lie
ahead as opposed to this
moment, this day . . .
with complete knowledge of all this, there is
nothing left to do but make our decision clearly and cleanly . . . and live our decision . . .
if student and scholar, if sailor or soldier, we
owe this much to ourselves and our neighbors
. . . but we know all this, and here we go
again . . . omit flowers, please.

PROFS CAN LAUGH
Sure they can, no kidding . . . for instance,
did you know that Prof. Palmer was shortsheeted while attending a forensic meeting in
Detroit over the holidays? . . . and then
there's Dr. Barrell who pretends to look his

By
BOB
SEALOCK

By
HUGH
NOTT

classroom door in order to prevent late-comers
from breezing in ten or twenty minutes after
the hour . . . and then there's Prof. Quiz,
but he doesn't even make us laugh . . . but
don't get the wrong impression, there are
still plenty of things to laugh at . . . the war
hasn't changed lots of things . . . for example,
it's still funny to see girls pulling down their
skins to cover legs that aren't worth looking
at in the first place . . . and we still get a kick
out of listening to Bob Hope and Jack Benny
... all these things are more important now
than they ever were before . . . still being
able to eat onions with hamburgers . . . asking for dates, and getting them—sometimes
. . . saying good-night in below-zero weather
. . . it's these little things that make us realize how much we're losing . . . and that's what
we mean, it's a splendid thing for youth to be
willing, even eager, to sacrifice its hopes and
dreams.

CAMPOS CUFFNOTES
At last we've heard a gag about a traveling
saleslady . . . now we've seen and heard everything . . . what a wonderful thing to have
20/20 eyes . . . what are these rumors about
—oh well, there are always rumors . . . sixteen
men on a dead man's chest—the poor fellow
. . . two worms were digging in earnest—poor
Earnest . . . and have you heard the soulful
ditty: "That's not burlap you're pulling, brakeman, that's my mother's shawl." ... we hope
the author of Rose O'Day has been drafted,
'cause if he pens another monstrosity like
that, we're going mad ... we had finally
gotten rid of the Hut-Sot 'song, aad tthk jobbie
blows in ... oh, gad.
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Whittaker Renews Contract As Falcon Grid Mentor
Fails To Obtain
Strong Muskingum Five Here On Friday MiamiServices
Of B. G. Coach
Landismen Travel To Meet
Winless Ashland Quintet

Sign On The Line

Hapless Eagles Minus Aces, Richcreek And Sprague
Have Dropped Five Straight Games Scoring
Only 180 Points To Opponents 304
After dropping three straight contests, the Falcon cajrers
will strive to pre tliack into the win column Friday night at
the expense of Muskingum College, and 'at the same time
gain revenge for the 55-51 defeat handed them last year
at New Concord.
To date the Muskies have won a 44-33 decision from
•Ohio Woslcyan. and have dropped
PP /^rtl«.r«r»firtr»
contests to Akron. Duqucsene, and
. IL. V^OnVcnilOn
Ohio Northern. Tonight the cugers
Ol i J 1*— Qt-art
fro/ii 'h0 southern part of the
olalCU
1 O OlaiT
tW» engage the Washington and

Here Saturday

Muskingum. coached by McCoy

planner, are exponents of a fastDr. Yoder Will Address breaking nrtVnse and lost only two
r^ it
a
I l_i:_L.
Imen from last year's team which
T?. g*. £
. ■ g
*on 10 and lost eight games.
School Faculties
| l„ , , B.,, 1, Again
The starting lineup for the inSeveral score high school and vaders will probably find 6'3" Paul
college facalty members in North- Ebcrt, high-scoring; forward who
western Ohio will attend Saturday tallied M point! against the Falat Bowling Green State University cons last year, and Loprestl at the
the annual district Health and Phy- forward positions; towering fi'4"
sical Education Clinic.
,-entcr Dave McDowell; with Bob
Dr. O. R. Yoder, superintendent lloltsclaw and Robertson at the
of the Ypsilanti St:*.te Hospital in guard positions.
Michigan, will discuss "Keeping
Ebort and Holtsclaw are co-capOur Balance During a National tains of the squad that possess
Emergency" at the general session one of the tallest men to appear
after registration between 9:30jon the Bowling Green court in
and 10 a.m.
I some time, giant-center Chess, who
A forum discussion will be fol- stands a mere 6'7" from the hardlowed by a community recreation woods.
mixer led by Willis Edmunds, city
Journey To Ashland
recreation director at Akron. At' Following this game on Tuesthe conclusion of the lunch- day, the Landismen travel to Asheon there will be a panel discus- land to meet a floundering Ashland
sion on mental hygiene instruction, i.uintet.
The Eagles, minus the
Participants will include Mise' services of their aces Jim RichHazel G. Rex, assistant supervisor!creek and Bob Sprague, have bowof physical education in Toledo ed in five straight contest to Kent
State,
Heidelberg.
Wilmington,
schools.
Women See Movies
Capital, and Findlay, scoring but
During the afternoon women will 180 points to their conquerors 304.
Last year, on the home court,
see motion pictures on basketball
and volleyball, modern dances and Ashland won a very slow 30-24
demonstrations of hockey, skee ball game from the Orange and Brown,
and indoor speed ball.
Meantime, the men will discuss
methods of physical education and
divide into groups concerned with
high school intramurals, six-man
football, boxing and wrestling.
Three members of the Physical
Coeds at Bowling Green State
education faculty comprise tile University won 19 firsts and 12
committee in charge. They are seconds in the 35 classes in which
Fred Marsh, chairman, Miss Caro- they competed at horse shows in
lyn Shaw, and Harry Ockerman.
1WL
*
They finished out of the ribbon
only seven times in the 10 shows
in which they entered. In the Ohio
Intercollegiate Horse Show, the
only one limited to college competition. Bowling Green women won
fire of the seven blue ribbons.
Best individual rider is Marie
Decker, senior from Findlay, who
By BETTY TOY
never rode until two years ago.
In the seven shows she entered
during 1941, she won six firsts and
Toni«hi >t 7:15 (he WAA is five seconds. She has received a
having an Ice Skating Party on ribbon in every class in which she
the pond back of the Women's has showed.
Gm. All members of the WAA
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Hedden conare invited. For those who do not duct a school of riding in conjuncwish to skate, there will be games tion with the physical education
in the gym. If the weather is not program at Bowling Green State
suitable, a Sport Night will be University.
held in the gym. The following
committee chairmen arc in charge
of the affair: Mary Holt, food;
Ice-games, Marge Ripley; Gymgames, Marie Evans; Fire, Phyl
Fauble .
The badminton team of KockWednesday, January 14
laum and Bentley were declared
6:45—Women's Building.
champions over the Penton, RipCourt 1—Wooly Cats vs. Beta
ley, snd Davis combine in the
final game of the tournament. The Gamma House.
Court 2—Samaonites vs. BuckKrill, John, and Mellam team copped second place when they de- eyes.
Court 3—Conbustioneers vs.
feated Benroth, Brown, Rataiczak,
and Wood by a 2-0 score. Thirty- Baaketeets.
6:45—Mea's Gym
one girls received credit toward
Court 1—Five Brothers vs.
the WAA award.
Commoners,
Table Tennis will be opened
Court 2—Beta Gamma vs. Delhi.
daily from 4-6 p.m.
7:45— Women's Building
A new dab ia being formed for
Court 1—224 Basketeers vs.
girls desiring to bowl.
It will
meet every Monday and Wednes- Putman.
Thursday, January IS
day or Tuesday and Thursday at
the Premo Bowling Alleys at 16c
6:45—Men's Gym
per line. Instructions will be givCourt 1—Freshman vs. Seniors.
en daily. Any group of five girls
Court 2—Sophomores vs. Junwho wish to form a team to enter iors.
the tournament may do so. Entry
Monday, January 19
blanks may be obtained from the
6:45—Men's Gym
WAA office. The tournament will
Court 1 — Five Brothers vs.
begin the second semester.
Beta Gamma.
Basketball season is in fall swing
7:45—Mea's Gym
over here in the north east corner
Court 1—Comonerms vs. Delhi.
of the campus with ten teams all
Tuesday, January 20
clamoring for first place.
The
6:45—Women's Building
climax of this sport will be an All
Court 1—Paupers vs. SpeedStar Game with the best basketeers
nuts.
of all the teams participating.
Court 2—Commoner House vs.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.—(ACP) Locals.
Court 3—Three Bros. vs. Three
—There's nothing better than a
full stomach for fliers embarking Bellies.
6:45—Men's Gym
on dive-bombing maneuvers, acCourt-1—Blitzkreigers vs. Slaycording to German scientific literature analysed by Dr. John F. light.
Court 2—Smoothies vs. Y. M.
Fulton, Yale university physioloC. A.
gist.

B. G. Riders Have
Blue Ribbon Year

Notes From The
Northeast
Corner

I-M Basketball
Card Completed

Coxmen Meet
Kent Staters
and Kenyon

Definitely 1-A

"Coach Of The Year" Will Again Direct Falcon
Charges; Feldhaus And Godfrey Are Leading
Candidates For Redskin Position

Cox Must Revamp Lineup
As Swimmers Join
Armed Forces
Seeking their second victory
of the year the Kalcon mermen
entertain two foes this coming week-end with high hopes
(if splitting even. On Friday
the Falcons meet Kenyon in
■ dual meet there and on Saturday they engage Kent State
here at 4 o'clock.
Coach Budd Cox was handed an
oilier set-hack last week when Bob
Osthimcr. junior back stroker,
notified him that he has been SO
cepted into the Army Air Corps
Ed Wrllnrr. Cs.pU.1. of l-it and will leave soon. This leaves
year'* football -quad, hat bacn Con with hut eight swimmers and
notified by hit draft board that will force him to shift his team
he will be inducted into the army | around.
on January 15. Wellner alto ttarNeed 12 Men
red in track and holdt the tchool
The swimming mentor stated that
record individual tcorinf honort.
! in order to maintain balance on
swim squad there should be at
! least 12 swimmers. Coach Cox
I also stated that the Kenyon meet
(will ho the stiffest meet on the
i Falcon schedule and that many of
his men will have to swim in three
rvints in this meet.
Undefeated Raiders Pull Kenyon boasts one of its strongest teams in the school's history
Ahead In Final
.ind last year won the Ohio ConMinutes
ference swimming championships.
Coached by Chuck Imcl, the KenScoring ten points in the last yon squad handed Case a 52-23
five minutes of play* the Purple set-back last Saturday and last
Raiders of Mount Union College scaron topped the Falcons 51-23.
handed Coach Paul Landis' FalBlacka Heads Stars
cons their initial Ohio ConferHeading the stars on the Kenence setback 48-38 in a rough
fray at the Men's Gym last Fri- yon squad is Bill Blacka, National
Junior A.A.N. backstroke champday night.
Coach Bob Wright's quintet ion. Kenyon also boasts two of
proved to be quite a ball club, Ohio's best swimmers in their cofor behind the expert'guidance of captains Bill Smeeth and Fred
Chuck "Pappy" Joachim, the Pur- Hcrschel.
Over Christmas vacation _ the
ple Raiders were never behind during the contest and kept the Fal- Kenyon squad sent a large group
cons on the move at all times. sent a large group of swimmers to
Mount Union presented a tall Fort Lauderdale, Florida to swim
ball club which added to their In the East-West Relays. Kenyon
is noted for its swimming teams
advantage considerably.
and this year they are rated to
Ertley Sparks Team
have one of their finest.
Nothing can be taken away from
Kent Counts On Sophi
the Falcons though for they kept
Kent State also has a fine swimright on the heels of the Purple
Raiders until the last five minutes ming team and lost to Case in their
of play when the Mount Union opening meet 38-36 while the Falcons were dropped by Case 48-27.
team went on their scoring spree.
Coached by Judy Marshall, the
Sophomore Bob Ertley proved the school's first feminine swimming
spark on the Falcons roster for he coach, the Flashes are depending
tallied 15 points and played a on a large crop of sophomores for
great defensive game until late strength.
in the game when he was banished
Leading this group of swimmers
«i teals.
is Loder Brooks.
Brooks set a
The game also proved to be a new 50-yard free style record in
rough affair as 16 fouls were the Case meet when he swam the
called against the Falcons and 12 distance in 23.4 seconds.
were charged to the Raiders. An
Edwards In Free Style
interesting incident also happened
Kent State also is counting on
during the last half when the lights
at the souhern end of the gym Don Edwards, free stylcr; Bill
went on a "black-out" and play Long and Bob Ruggles breastwas halted until the lights were stroke; and Bill Shaffer in the
440-yard free style.
restored.
Coach Budd Cox also stated that
Schlott Nets 15
Earl Christy, Phil Hodes, and
Four men figured in the scor- Ann Rothenburger will again preing for the Raiders with Schlott sent their diving act which was
leading the scorers with 15 mark- quite popular at the Akron meet.
ers.
Joachim,
All - Conference Elmer Nutter will also again do
guard, tallied 14 points, while some clown and fancy diving.
Baughman hit the nets for a doz- Plans are also under consideration
en points. DeWitt, the team's to have girls put on a rhythmic
leading scorer, was held to seven swimming demonstration.
points.
Dewey Johnson played a fine
game of ball at the center position
and tallied 15 markers for the
Falcons.
Raiders Take Early Lead
Mount Union started the game
with four straight points and
The Bowling Green swimmers
quickly ran their lead to 13 to 3. splashed their way to their first
Bowling Green started to add to win of the season over the Unitheir score and at half time were versity of Akron last Saturday.
trailing the Purple Raiders 26-17. The Coxmen submerged the AkronAt the beginning of the second ites 53-20. The Rubber City men
half the Falcons began their march were able to cop only one first,
and crept closer to the Raiders four seconds and three thirds. The
until they trailed them 36-33. local men made off with eight
From here on the Falcons kept firsts, three seconds and two thirds
right with the opponents and held for their total.
The Falcon firsts were taken by
them in check. Then in the last
five minutse of play the Mount Stark, in the 220 yard free style
Union team made the game theirs swim and the 160-yard back stroke
by running up ten points while the event; Gorbey, in the 50-yard free
style and the 100-yard free style
Falcons managed but two.
and diving events; Hardman in
the 200-yard breast stroke swim;
Ockerman Will Speak
and by the two relay teams. The
At Milwaukee Conclave 300-yard medley relay team was
composed of Osthimer, Hardman
Harry Ockerman, athletic direc- and Glenn. Bellard, Gorbey, Glenn
tor at Bowling Green State Uni- and Stark made up the 400-yard
versity, has accepted an invitation relay team. Baker took the only
to participate in Milwaukee, Wis., first place tallied for the opponApril 10 in a panel discussion at ents. He won the 440-yard free
the Mid-West Physical Education style eventconvention.
Second place marks were copped

Mounties Whip
Falcons. 48 - 38,
To Keep Streak

Next October when the Miami Redskins invade Bowling:
Green for their second annual gridiron clash. Robert H.
Whittaker will find his seal on the north side bench again
directing the Falcon Charges againsl his alma mater, (providing that there will be enough men around this campus
for a football team).
The action of Coach Whittaker'.—
became known last Saturday whin |^gf|t SlXUtS Out
heB Informed President Prout that
__ _
_ _
in' had declined the offer of head
football mentor at Miami University ami would renew his contract
hen sometime next week.
Whittaker was never Approached by the Miami athlctu- board Grapplers Hit .500 Mark
concerning the job hut received
With Wins Over B-W
several "feelers" from nentbers of
And Toledo Y
■ strong alumni group which ineluded two members of the board
of trustees, it is understood that) In breaking the ice for their
tin1 alumni association of the tic t in.tt following the Christmas
southern school plays a bugs part vacation the Palcon wrestlers were
ill the selection Of their athletic caught in a weaker moment by tiic
flying Flashes from Kent State
coaches.
The Miami job was opened when and dropped a lopsided meet to
Frank Wilton resigned his post their touted opponents to the tune
after serving ns head coach for of 35-0.
ten years, Miami has encounterHolders of the interstate und
ed several miserable inssom in the mythical Ohio statS wrestling title
last three yours and with Wilton last season and victorious in fourmi probation, this year found them teen of fifteen meets the Flashes
again losing the majority of their proved ttsi strong for the Glandcrball games.
inen as they grabbed all points
With Whittaker oat of tin- through four falls and two decisMiami picture, Hill
Feldhaus. ions. The Kent Flashes thereby
runner ill-Ohio guard at'Universi- continued their Incredible march of
ty of Cincinnati, and later a mem- victories in the collegiate wrestling
ber of the Detroit I.ions, it
to! circles.
the spotlight as a "possible '°rI In the meet with Kent State
the job. Feldhaus served us as- )aBt Frj(,ny Bowling Green was
sistant conch at Miami last year. tr„unced 34-0. In the first match,
Other football notables who are ,„„ ,2, „,,„„„- c)as8, Kent gained
being considered by Miami officials flvc |Klinll< by forfci,
A|,hou.h
are Ernie Godfrey, former assist- non,. of ,hl, Glandermen won his
ant coach at Ohio Mate who was mat,.h- s(,v,,rn| of thc conteilta wcrc
(Histed with Francis Schmidt at close. One of the most thrilling
the Columbus institution.
and hardest fought matches was
the one between Earl Stanley and
Chet Sak. Sak was defeated 4-3.
Snk. through the use of an illegal
hold, lost a point of vantage and
one point in the scoring.
The other matches were as folThe
Falcon
wrestlers
meet lows: Don Sinn pinned John
Baldwin-Wallace here Saturday at Bloom, Mike Slepecki pinned Jack
8 p.m. The Orange and Brown Wilhelm; Joe Incorvaia pinned
grapplers will be trying to dupli-|Newt Bates; Duane Hague decate or better the defeat they gave 'cisioned Dimitri Kunch; and Bob
Baldwin-Wallace earlier this sea- Bader outpinned L. V. Ebenhack.
son. In this former match, held
The local matmen now have two
December 18, the Glandermen wins and two losses for their total
downed their opponents 28 to 8.
thus far. They won over Toledo
According to Coach Joe Glan- Y uml Baldwin-Wallace and lost
der, the outcome of the coming to Kent and Ohio University.
meet will depend upon whether
the men can get into better shape
than their opponents. At the time
of the Hi-.-1 meet with BaldwinWallace, the Bowling Green grapplers, were in top shape, one of
the main factors contributing to
their victory. Bloom and Harris
were the only two Glandermen
to lose their matches, and both
Sunday * Monday
will be out to avenge those defeats.
• Terror

Falcon Matmen
In 34-0 Meet

eaeeer WHirrnkKK.
Robert H. Whittaker, formrr
Sandutky high tchool coach, hat
signed hit 1942 contract and will
again direct the Falcon eleven.
Under his direction the 1941 team
concluded the season with ir-ven
wins and one defeat.

I-M Program
Features Cage
League Play
Variety of Other Sports
Are Offered On
Winter Docket
Basketball holds the spotlight in
the intramural sports show at the
present time with a varied line-up
of other sports scheduled to begin
soon. There are four cage leagues
organized and going full blast.
The House-Dorm-Independent class
is divided into two leagues, the National and the American.
The
Fraternity League and the Class
League round out the basketball
set-up.
In these four leagues
there are 26 teams and 327 participants.
Entry blanks are posted on the
intramural bulletin board for boxing, wrestling, and weight lifting.
Entries for wrestling tournament
close February 3 with competition
February 4, 6 and 6. The boxing
entries will close March 2. The
boxing tournament will be held
March 3, 4, 5. Much interest has
already been shown in these sports
and, according to manager Gene
Thomas, a large number of participants is expected. All men interested should contact the intramural office as soon as possible.
Schedules for the individual
sports of table tennis and handball
arc posted on the intramural bulletin board in the Men's Gym.
Participants in fraternity handball
should sec their fraternity managers for matches scheduled for
the remainder of the season.
The dates for the competition
in foul shooting, both house-dorm
and fraternity, will be posted on
the bulletin board in the near
future.
Intramural Director Paul Landis
stated that the aims of the department were to develop (1) clear
thinking, (2) sound reasoning, (3)
physical condition and (4) cooperation. These four'characteristics are being stressed as essential
qualities in our defense program
and in winning the war. Director
Landis' advice is "Join a sport
today 1"

Matmen Meet B-W
In Return Match

MIDNITE SAT-

Squad Opens New
Tumbling Season

One of the minor athletic activities of these circles is now preping
to make itself heard 'round the
campus. That sport is tumbling.
Under the tutelage of Coach
Warren Stellar several men are
now making ready to show their
ability.
Extensive plans have
been made for these lads to give
exhibitions between halves of
future home basketball games.
Several outside performances have
been planned in local high schools
and events.
Coach Stellar has three vets
who will form the nucleus of the
'42 team. These returning men
include Pete Stanford, Bill Holzaepfel and Harlan Horton. Newcomers to the activity include
Bruce Beffard, Earl Stover, liarand North in ley Henna, Dick Schuler, Thomas
and 440-yard Dick and Dick Gail.
respectively.
took the two

• Mystery
• Romance

Natators Submerge Akron
By Sweeping Eight Firsts

by Holzaepfel, Glenn
the 50-yard, 100-yard
free style events,
North and Adelman
third place scores.
In their previous meet with
Oberlin on December 19, the Falcon mermen lost a close contest by
a 34 to 41 score. The Coxmen
lacked only a first or two seconds
to take the meet. The local swimmers took two firsts, six seconds
and four thirds while their opponents tallied seven firsts, one second and three thirds.
In this meet Stark copped one
first and the relay team composed
of Bellard, Gorbey, Glenn and
Stark the other.
Second places
were taken by Stark, Gorbey,
Hardman, North, and Osthimer.
Third place positions were scored
by Holzaepfel, Glenn and Osthimer.

Wrestlers Topple
Baldwin-Wallace

After dropping the two opening
meets, the Falcon wrestlers have
opened the barrier to victory road.
Their first victory was garnered
from Baldwin-Wallace at Berea on
December 18, 1941. The defeat
was soundly administered and the
Glandermen treked home with a
28-8 victory under their belts.
Five of the seven Falcon grapplers garnered points from the
Yellow Jackets.
Stanford, Wilhelm, Bates, Kunch and Sak pinned their opponents and thus secured five points each while captain Ebenhack drew a decision and
Approximately 70,000 college stu- gathered three points. Bloom and
dents this year hold scholarships Harris were defeated and went
valued at more than $10,000,000. pointless.

by the Director of "Rebecca"

LYRIC
THEATRE
FICTIONS
SMOOTHEST
SUPER
SLEUTH
George
Sanders

Wendie Barrie
Allen Jenkins
plus
"Meet The
r^-af"

BEE GEE NEWS

P,»GE 4
HELP NATIONAL DEFENSE
Have your clothes repaired

GREINER TAILOR
SHOP
143 W. Wooster
IF YOU WANT TO MEET A
GOOD "SOLE" GO TO

CHURCH
146 West Wooster
This adv. end 65c will 35a
and prc.i a •ult, topcoat,
drris or ladies' coat. Coupon malt bo presented whoa
order U taken.
HOME LAUNDRY AND
DEPENDABLE CLEANERS
166 W. Wooster

HOLLAND DAIRY
BAR
SANDWICHES
SOUPS
SALADS
ICE CREAM IN MANY
FLAVORS
TRY

OUR

HOT

FUDGE

SUNDAES ISc

Coatt

Drenei

KESSEL'S
McCallum Hosiery
Sweaters

I

Skirts

Blouse*

DRUG STORE

trner Wooster and Mai
Corn

Stop in and try one of
our delicious Hamburgs . . . for a snack
. . . for a meal.

GIANT
HAMBURG
"A Real Treat"

#M£
Prompt service for all
your dairy needs . . .

Model Dairy
PHONE 4441

Member

Federal
System

Reserve

Bank of
Wood County
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

Cupid Snares Five
During Christmas
Holiday Vacation
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Week-end Fun Includes YW
University Fair, Nickelodeon

YWCA Sponsors
Annual Festival
Saturday Night

Society seems to be taking a back seat this week-end
Mason, Gifford, Kramer, with three major athletic events holding the spotlight. Fri- Dancing, Games, Food,
Exhibits To Be Offered
Ludwig, Bard Return
day evening the Falcons will meet the Muskingum cagers;
Students For 10c
After Nuptials
Saturday afternoon the "splash" men will swim the Kent
State team, and Saturday evening there will be a wrestling
The YWCA will sponsor one of
Five students returned to match between Bowling Green1 and Baldwin-Wallace. Howthe most colorful events of the
the campus following: the holi- ever, if you still prefer your ath- *
year
when the ree hall ia changed
on the dance floor, there will while Good is serving with the
days via the path of matri- letics
into a carnival-like, atmosphere
be a nickelodean in the Rec Hall Naval Reserve at Chicago.
mony. They were Don Mason, following the game Friday eve- Two fraternity basketball teams next Saturday night for the Uniwill swing into action this week. versity fair.
Roger Gifford, James Ludwig, ning.
Dancing, games, food, and exthe YWCA will spon- Edson Parks is acting as manager
Mary Frances Kramer and sorSaturday
hibits from various departments,
a University Fair in the Rec for both squads .
Esther Bard.
Hall which promises entertainment
Brother John Keown is at his sororities, and students will be
Miss Betty Ettinger of and fun for all. Tuesday evening home in Flint, Michigan recover- displayed. The fair will open at
Welsh Field, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Ettlnftr of Chagrin
Falls, became the bride of RogST
Gifford, son of Mr. and Mrs. H.
N. Gifford of Cleveland, December
26 at 8 p.m. in the Methodist
Church at Chagrin Fulls. Attendants were Mrs. Ivan Miklich, the
former Normu Sheer, and Don
Mason.
Mrs. Don Mason, the
former Eloise Dyer, sang at the
wedding. Mrs. Gifford is a 1040
graduate of Bowling Green State
University and a member of the
Seven Sister Sorority.
Mr. and Mrs. Mason were married December SI at 7:80 p.m. in
the Bethlehem Lutheran Church
of Pcmbcrville.
Mrs. Mason is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Dyer, Pemberville, and Mr.
Mason is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
L. Mason, Wayne. Mr. and Mrs.
Gifford attended the couple. Other
Bowling Green residents figuring
in the wedding were Quinten Bowers and John llalleck, who served
as ushers, and Miss Helen Harrison, who sang preceding the ceremony. Mrs. Mason, a li'41 graduate of the University and a member of the Seven Sister Sorority,
is now teaching at Lindsey.
Ethel Brauneck, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Brauneck of
Monclova, became the bride of
James I.udwirk at I p.m. Sunday,
Dec. 28, in the Opton Avenue United Brethren Church in Toledo, O.
Edward Horvath. fraternity brother of the bridegroom was best man,
and Bemiese Brauneck, the bride's
sister, served as maid of honor.
Mrs. Ludwick is a former Bowling Green student, and Mr. Ludwick is a member of the Commoners' fraternity, president of
Book and Motor, and president of
the YMCA.
Miss Mary Frances Kramer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Faye
Kramer, Bath, and Corporal Morgan Griffiths, son of Mr. and Mrs.
M. D. Griffiths, Copley, were marVied December 19 at the Methodist
Parsonage. Napoleon. Mrs. Griffiths is a junior at the University
and Mr. Griffiths is now stationed at Camp Shelby. He formerly
attended Ohio Northern University.
The wedding of Miss Esther
Bard, sophomore, and Mr. Eli
Stockwell, Rudolph, was solemnized Junuary 4 at 6 p.m., in the
Bloom Center Church of God,
Bloom Township. Mrs. Stockwell
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Orrie Bard of Cygnet and the
bridegrom is the son of Mrs.
Grace Stockwell, Cygnet.
Mrs.
Stockwell had as her attendan.
Miss Jane Jollis of Mt. Victory,
who also attends the University.
'Mr. Richard Fearnside, Rudolph,
'was best man. Both Mrs. Griffiths
;and Mrs. Stockwell have returned
to the campus to finish the college
year.
Nine ttudentt will appear at 3
p.m. Friday in u student recital
at the Auditorium in the Practical
Arts Building at Bowling Green
State University.
They are: Josephine Davis.
Batty Trncger. Phyllis Portman,
Phyllis Scofleld, Kathryn Hunke.
Mable Foster, Betty Hamler. Irmn
Wiriek, and LsnOTO Bowdle.

the W.S.G.A. officers held a
dinner at Kohl Hall for all members of the W.S.G.A. bourd. It was
the first dinner of the W.S.G.A.
and plans are to make it an annual event. Concluding the social
events for the week will be the
all-cumpus tea to be given Sunday
by the Skol Sorority.
The Five Sitter sorority it making plans for their annual Sweetheart Swing to be held February
14.
Committees were announced by
President Sidney White: orchestra
chairman, Mary Lou Mauerhan,
Marie Decker; decoration chairman, Jean Perry, Mary Parker,
Pat Meil, Martha Loundenslagcl,
Janet Adams, Arline Fisher, Mury
Lou Shclton; refreshment chairman, Ethel Zimmerman, Betty
Zangelein;
program
chairman,
Eukie Moellman, Grace Pictschman, Marianne Bell .and Virginia
Krout.

Seven neophytet were initiated
into the Five Brother fraternity
last week when the third degree
ceremonies were performed at the
house. New brothers are Clarence
Espen, Tom Buttle, Merwin Bowers, Dave Martin, Bill Salisbury,
Herb Stearns, and Dick Weeks.
Steve Conroy, local Coca-Cola distributor, was mude an honorary
brother at the same time.
Fifty men were guests at the
first fraternity smoker held last
night at the house. The evening
was spent informally with refreshments being served at the conclusion of a short program.
Paul
llerhi-r was in charge of the affair
with Al Sautter, Don Greetham,
and Joe Fox as his aaistants.
Two new fire escnpes were constructed and erected by housefather Boh Eckert during the holiday vacation.
Visitors at the house over the
holidays were Dale Good, Johnnie
DeHavcn, Dick Beck, Aron Unger,
Joe Chapoten, and Bob Wayland.
Beck and DeHaven are in the army

ing from a nervous breakdown.
The Seven Sitters, living in the
Shatzel annex entertained at a
buffet supper Sunday evening.
Chaperons were Mm. Thelma Cook
and Mrs. K. I.. Parent of Lima.
The marriages of Betty Ettinger, graduate of '40, and Roger
Gifford on December 26, and of
Eloise Dyer, last year's May
queen and former president of
the Sevens, and Don Mason on
New Years eve, were announced.
Mickey Sitterle is among the
engaged. He is a Private First
Class at Little Rock, Arkansas.
The Commoners' Fraternity is
completing plans for Its annual
winter dance, this year booked for
Saturday, January 24. Dick Dunipace has been appointed general
chairman for the hop, assisted by
Max Hankc, decorations chairman; Dick Jayncs, orchestra chairman; and Eivin Morison, refreshments chairman.
Max Hanke and his aides, Dave
Kroft, Hugh Nott, Jim Place,
Francis Ruth, and Jack Wilhelm
promise a new and different dance
theme as the big feature of the
fraternity all-campus.
The committee for the Student
Council convocation award is
working at top speed in preparation for the Commoners' defense
of the award plaque, captured for
the past two successive years.
Dick Jaynes has been selected as
stage manager, while Dave Kroft
and Hugh Nott are preparing the
script for the annual production.
The Las Amigas Sorority members have started to do Red Cross
work during meetings. Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Wallace, the former
Eulinc Honek, Las Amigas Alumnae, are the parents of a baby boy.
Mr .and Mrs. Waldo Charlton,
Las Amigas houseparents, are the
parents of a baby boy born Dee.
31.
The Skol Sorority will observe

7:30 p.m. and close at 11:30 p.m.
The committees for the fair
are: general chairman, Mary
Honor Crowley; food, Rowena
Joice; programs, Hanna Roller;
displays, Phyliss Kline; games,
Thelma Von Almen. Plan to spend
the best time you ever had for
only 10 cents admission.
open house Sunday at its annual
tea for all faculty members and
students.
Mildred Wolf is general chairman in charge of arrangement* for the tea. Other
committee
members are lone
Gcisel, tea service; June Reed, invitations; Mary Lou Mert, decorations; Martha Jordan, food;
Georgia Wiesler .reception, and
Ruth Washburn, kitchen.
The
campus is cordially invited to attend the tea.
A slumber party for all residents of the Skol house and their
guests was held Saturday evening
following the Sweater Swing. A
community sing took place in the
lounge and later hot chocolate
was served.

Two B.G. Buildings
Ready By March

LLO

Mac Finch's Band Plays
For Skol All-Campus
Dance Saturday
Over 200 couplet attended the
Skol Sorority Sweater Swing dance
Saturday evening in the Women's
Gym at which Barbara Burridge
was elected freshman sweater
queen to reign over the dance. She
was elected by ballot by the men
students attending the dance.
Mac Finch and his orchestra
played for dancing from 0 to 12.
During the evening Florence Coover, president of the sorority introduced the queen, who was presented with a bouquet of red ruses,
and the four other candidates,
Jeanne Powell, Bowling Green;
Ann Rothcnburgcr, Five Sister
House; Margaret Thompson, Shatzel Hall, and Jane Arthur, WilVIRGINIA KERSHNER
liams
Hall.
Story on page one
Sweaters were used in a patrioThe Music Department announ- tic theme for decorations. A large
ces an opening for male singers in V of red, white and blue v-neck
the production of the well known sweaters and an American flag
Gilbert
and
Sullivan
musical formed the back drop for the orDecorating the ceiling
comedy "H.M.S. Pinafore." A few chestra.
voices will be accepted as sailors was a v-shaped clothesline strung
in the chorus. Men who are in- with sweaters. Sorority members
terested in leading parts will have were identified by corsages in the
an opportunity to try out in the sorority colors, yellow and black.
Faculty guests at the dance
near future. Rehearsals are now
under way for this production and were Dean A. B. Conklin, Miss
men who desire to sing in Pina- Audrey Kenyon Wilder, Mr. and
fore should see Mr. McEwen at Mrs. Joe Glandcr, Mr. and Mrs.
A. F. Shalk, Mrs. Pauline Kincaid,
Skol housemother, and sorority
Professor J. K. Raney will talk sponsors, Dr. Florence Williamson
on "Interesting Points in the and Miss Enna Pigg. Miss MarTheory of Flight" at the meeting tha Jordan was general chairman
of the pro-engineering cl'ib tonight in charge of arrangements for the
at 7:30. All pre-engineering stu- dance.
dents aro invited to attend the
meeting.

Government priorities will not
interfere with
Bowling Green
building programs, according to
Mr. E. J.
Kreischer, business
manager of the University.
All buildings are progressing
according to schedule. The infirmary and cottage number three
will be finished in the early part
of March. The remaining cottage
will be completed shortly after.
Work has been temporarily delayed because of the cold weather.
The weather is the determining
factor in the building program at
the present time.
All equipment has been purchased and delivery is certain
when the buildings are ready for
occupation, Mr. Kreischer assures
the student body.
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Barbara Burridge
Elected Sweater
Queen At Dance
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KIGER'S
DRUG STORE
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We specialize
School Supplies
The Latest In
Snappy Collegiate
Wearing Apparel
Regular DeLuxe Dry
Cleaning Service

75c

•

Special Sets
Water Colors

Chalk

29c

All Sizes

10c

Fillers
Fountain Pens

Pens

LEITMANS

Dobbs Hats

$1 - $10

Fancy

Stationery 10c - $3.50

Cleaners A Tailors
Arrow Shirts

$1.20

Colored

•

Try Kiger's First

THE MAN WHO DID IT_

lUUIt TEST PILOT ANDY M^DONOUGH

&FM/Hf£MV£SS
IS MADE TO ORDER FOR My
KIND OF SM0KIN6. AND CAMELS
SURE HAVE THE FLAVOR

A two reel movie, "How to
Run a Metal Lathe was shown at
the meeting of the Industrial Arts
Club meeting Wednesday.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS CONTAINS

28% LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling cigarettes
tested...less than any of them...according to independent
scientific tests of the smoke itself!

2*W<

B.J. UresMsTDSaessOawsw, Wl«

1

THE CIGARETTE OF
COSTLIER TOBACCOS

THE

H****

SSfi^

^k'wi

SMOKES
THE
THING!

